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The actor told the media that although he is good friends and comfortable with Balfe, doing
steamy scenes is still difficult for him. During his interview with Gold Derby, he shared how he
and his co-star, Balfe enjoy acting out the drama sequences as they always give their all.
However, he added that it is uncomfortable to act out the lovey-dovey scenes especially sex
scenes. The actor further said that it is the technical aspect of the romantic scenes which he
considers as difficult to portray. Despite this, fans and viewers of the history drama romance
series noted the undeniable chemistry of the on-screen couple. Although the duo never
admitted their real romance, most of their fans think that they are a real couple. But both
Heughan and Caitriona always deny the rumors and state that they are just very good friends
and colleagues. Despite this, many fans reasoned that their body language and actions say
otherwise. They are also noted to be very close in real life. In fact, they are always sweetly
bickering, posting and tagging each other on social media such as in Twitter. You'd love to take
credit but admit it Filming on Season 3 wrapped today! We can't wait to see what
caitrionambalfe , SamHeughan , and the entire crew have in store for September. The new
season will pick up where the second season has left off. She also needs to let Frank Tobias
Menzies know about her pregnancy. Meanwhile, Jamie Fraser Sam Heughan is still in the 18th
century after coming back from the battle of Culloden. Fans are excited to know what will
happen to both Claire and Jamie after they got separated and hopeful for their steamy reunion.
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the site. Show vendors Show purposes. Sam Heughan and Caitriona Balfe know they've got
something special: From the complicated, passionate characters Jamie Fraser and Claire
Randall they get to play on-screen, to the close friendship they've developed off-screen,
Outlander has changed their lives. And they're not alone: Since the Starz hit premiered in , fans
have been rabid for all things Outlander â€”Heughligans debate the merits of Sam's man bun,
shippers argue they're a couple in real life , and dedicated social media accounts document
every last detail of Jamie and Claire's saga. I needed a super fan, and lucky for me, I happen to
be related to one of the biggest out there: Pat Holmes, my mother. Here, an Outlander super fan
and her daughter talk to the show's stars about their friendship, Jamie and Claire's evolutions,
and how love can survive a year separation. Warning: This post contains mild spoilers for
season three of Outlander. Caitriona: It is very sad. All of the Culloden stuff is just so brilliant. I
loved it, and it was really heartbreaking. S : I only recently saw it and it was just remarkable. I
think that Caitriona and Tobias [Menzies] are amazing together, and it's just so grown up and
sad. It was a great script and Ron [D. Moore] did wonderful with the writing. C: One of the huge
things I played with Claire is that she shelved a side of herself for 20 years. The way we worked
it out with the writers is that initially Claire tries to have a relationship with Frank, but after a
year and a half, they make an arrangement and they live separate lives within the same house.
Claire has always been a very sexual person, a very passionate person, and losing the person
that means the most to you is one thing, but losing a part of her DNA or a part of who makes her
who she is had a real effect on how she carries herself and interacts with people. S: He
obviously loses the love of his life and he expects to die. Time is probably the best healer and it
does take a long time for him to come to terms with the fact that she's actually gone. And he
doesâ€”he creates a new life for himself. Not giving away too many spoilers, but he becomes a
father, he gains his liberty, and finds peace within himself with who he is without her. He finds
himself. To honor that relationship and the people that they are, they make the best of the lives
they have. C: When somebody cherishes a memory like that, you put them on a pedestal and
nobody else can come close. Caitriona is wonderful to work with, so they're the scenes we do
cherish and enjoy, don't we, because we get to go at it. C: I think the thing about these two
people is they love so passionately and they fight so passionately. I come away with quite a few
injuries. S: [ Laughing ] Aaand moving on from that! No, I enjoy those scenes. And the sex
scenes are what they are. C: We were telling a different story then. So other things became their
focus, like changing history, which is a big thing. C: I have some grey in my hair. It's funny, I

think we all assumed that we would do a bit more. The difference between 30, when we last saw
her, and 50 is not that huge when you look around. We looked around at our makeup
department and the women who were 47, 48, 49 looked great. I think the decision was to play
with the hair and more about how time has changed them internally rather than externally. The
'60s makeup and '60s costume definitely help give her more authorityâ€”she just feels a little bit
older in that way. S: Well, in that moment, she's just put everything on the line, hasn't she? C:
For me, one of the hardest things to wrap my head around this season was Claire leaving her
daughter. And that was such a huge part. Initially when we got our scripts, it was Claire with
Roger. He always checks in. And we have each other's backs. We're going to do this together.
We respect each other and have got each other's backs. C: It depends. If they want, is the big C:
It depends on if they want to keep making them. It depends on if we keep the standard and
quality up. S: I feel this season is possibly the strongest. The first season was amazing; it was
the beginning. And the second season, there were things I loved and things I didn't. But I think
this seasonâ€” Outlander as an adventure, as a historical romance, it keeps moving forward.
Viewers are going to be like, Wooow. C: Their heads are going to spin. United States. Type
keyword s to search. By Sally Holmes and Patricia Holmes. I just watched the first episode of
this season â€”it's amazing, very emotional. Sam : It's very sad, actually. So what it was like
when you saw it, for you, Sam, to watch Caitrionaâ€”and Caitriona, to watch how Sam did?
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I think the show has changed. Jamie gets raped in Season 1, and it was very graphic. But it is
what it is, and I think at that time we felt it was the right thing to do. This time, I think very
cleverly, the writers have done something different. We were very involved in that, myself and
Caitriona We really tried to find the right tone to it and make it less about the brutality and more
about Claire trying to find some comfort and escapism in her mind during this trauma, and she
of course goes back to Jamie and tries to imagine a world with him. The Wide Shot brings you
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Video. Turns out one of them was really bad at trivia. But before the game got started, Heughan
and McTavish talked all about their new book Clanlands , which comes out in early November.
Clanlands is based on the road trip they took around Scotland together, as they were filming
their upcoming Starz show, Men in Kilts , which is expected to be released in early Heughan
reveals not only do they talk Outlander and Scottish history, but they also discuss both of their
careers. And how do they repay him? Spoiler alert. Technically, self-defense. He tried to murder
them first. McTavish says he and Heughan wrote the book to show the reality of Scottish history
and not romanticize it. As a result, the two of them have spent the better part of the last few
months in small spaces, like their camper van and audio booths. Heughan says the book
includes a lot about his childhood, growing up in Scotland and rediscovering his love for
Scotland when he got Outlander. But Heughan was, because McTavish was too hungover. Their
road trip had them visiting iconic places but also meeting guests. Heughan previously hinted
that Balfe is mentioned and maybe perhaps an appearance on Men in Kilts? Balfe even asked
him in a recent virtual chat if she was going to get to see it before it comes out. Turns out no. So
how was Heughan as a driver? Horowitz just as quickly says no. Hold up. Balfe and Heughan
have both confessed to being terrible drivers. Heughan revealed it was quite the opposite. In
fact, when visiting a castle, their camper got stuck in a castle gate entrance that marathon
runners were trying to get through. McTavish said they were yelled at by the runners. Seems
like those runners might not have been Outlander fans after all. When Heughan tells Horowitz
that McTavish was constantly eating on their road trip. Horowitz asks if either of them get
hangry. Twenty-one of them to be exact. The other thing that upsets McTavish, weak
handshakes. Sans tickle. His other favorite part of the book is a list of Scottish slang. But who
holds their liquor better? Long story short, McTavish said the mistake they made was starting

with saki then moving to whisky. The night ended with him having to carry LaCroix, who had an
8 am call, to bed. But not before LaCroix met a glass table. Or she might just use this tactic to
lure Heughan out of hotel hiding. And perhaps Balfe and Diesel could take turns driving.
McTavish and Heughan talk about how deep their friendships are amongst the cast, especially
between Balfe, LaCroix, and Tobias Menzies. Seems like Duncan LaCooks. No, Jamie and Claire
really, really killed him. Round 2 was all about Scottish history. And Heughan was history after
McTavish beat him again. Sam Heughan. He lost, lost badly. But Heughan did get one answer
correct. And thanks to him, we learned that the unicorn is the national animal of Scotland. Wait,
a re they? Are unicorns real? Mark this as the day I learned unicorns are real. Heughan ended
up with zero points. And McTavish came out victorious with 9 points. Watch for yourself.
Heughan declared himself the winner shortly after on Instagram. The actual victor was
McTavish. And us. Judging from this event , Heughan and McTavish are extremely entertaining
and hilariously adversarial, and if you need more content to get you through Droughtlander,
pre-order their book here. Reshma Gopaldas Vice President, Video reshingbul. View All. View
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menu. Outlander cast members and the show's legions of fans have reached out via social
media to support Sam Heughan , who posted a shocking statement Thursday about suffering
from years of bullying and harassment online. Since early Friday morning, WeStandwithSam
has trended on Twitter after the Scottish actor said he's been falsely accused of "manipulating
fans, being a closet-homosexual, trying to mislead or exhort fans for money and disregarding
coronavirus advice. Executive producer Maril Davis said it was "a sad reminder that we all need
to be respectful and kind to one another," while Outlander series author Diana Gabaldon author
said, "I don't know what possesses some people, but the bottom line is Sam's private life is
exactly that. Outlander star Caitriona Balfe , who plays Heughan's onscreen wife, posted the
most pointed comments about the show's outspoken stans, who have subjected Heughan and
his circle of friends and family to "personal slurs, shaming, abuse, death threats, stalking,
sharing of private information and vile, false narrative," according to his social media post.
Maybe they should.. Find something you do love and enjoy that. Why waste it hating. Outlander
cast rallies around Sam Heughan after he reveals years of online abuse. Save FB Tweet ellipsis
More. Close Streaming Options. Sam Heughan clarifies incident with fan in New Orleans Sam
Heughan and Caitriona Balfe address those dating rumors Outlander exec says aggressive
shipping 'is not healthy for our cast'. Episode Recaps Previous. S5 E10 Recap Outlander recap:
For who could ever learn to love a beast S5 E9 Recap Outlander recap: Snakes. Why'd it have to
be snakes? S5 E8 Recap Outlander recap: I will always sing for you. S5 E6 Recap Outlander
recap: Jocasta's getting married in the morning S5 E5 Recap Outlander recap: Just let me adore
you. S5 E4 Recap Outlander recap: A tale of star-crossed lovers. S5 E1 Recap Outlander recap:
Jamie gives us a fiery cross to bear. S4 E13 Recap Outlander finale recap: A story worth telling.
S4 E12 Recap Outlander recap: A tale told by an idiot. S4 E11 Recap Outlander recap: I am half
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View image. TV Show. Romance Fantasy Drama. Ronald D. He also lauded the upcoming
season as the best of the show to date. The network also dropped a new inside look at the
upcoming season :. With production on Season 6 slated for early this summer, and no
announcement yet for a pickup for additional seasons, the question came up if Starz and Sony
were considering a limited series around popular Outlander book character Lord John Grey
played by David Berry in the series. But I think it brilliantly plays out. Murtagh has always bee
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n this father figure so for Jamie so to break that bond, and put Murtagh at a distance to protect
him is very hard. Another emotional shock the actor cites is seeing Jamie in a Red Coat uniform
later this season. And seeing him in that coat, for me, is full circle. Her life feels full and she has
her surgery so she fulfills the professional side, along with being the lover and the wife. All
sides feel attended to this season. But as the season goes on, it gets quite rough for them. And
for fans of the epic Fraser romance, Balfe and Heughan assure that bond will get plenty of
moments. Update your browser for more security and the best experience on this site. Skip to
main content. Credit: Starz. Tag: TV. Tag: News. Tara Bennett TaraDBennett. Tag: Outlander.
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